
IIT(ISM) in collaboration with Jaya Bharat
Equipment Pvt. Ltd (JBEPL)., Hyderabad
has made a big breakthrough in mining
technology innovation by designing and
developing Self-Advancing (Mobile) Goaf
Edge Supports (SAGES) under the Make in
India flagship programme of Govt. of
India. The project was funded by the
Ministry of Coal. A team headed by Prof. U.
K. Singh (Project Leader), Prof. Dheeraj
Kumar (Co-Principal Investigator), Deptt
of Mining Engg., IIT Dhanbad and Mr. N. V.
N. Reddy, Managing Director, JBEPL have
 designed and developed a light weighted,
medium duty 2X200t capacity SAGES with
remote radio controlled and digital
display system. This indigenous state-of-
the-art machine can be used as a smart
breaker line support system for safe
extraction of locked coal in standing
pillars (depillaring) in underground coal
mines through effective roof control and
proper support design. After a successful
field
trial of SAGES at RK7, mines of Singareni
Collieries Companies Limited (SCCL) the
Directorate General of Mines Safety
(DGMS) has approved for its full scale
deployment in underground coal mines.
Currently, mining operations are being
carried out efficiently with this machine in
RK7 mines of SCCL. “SAGES is technically
and economically viable for use in
underground coalmines as goaf edge
supports in depillaring operations.” – GM
(R&D), Singareni Collieries Company Ltd.
 

It is said that if one wishes to experience
inferno, one should visit an underground
mine. Coal mining is a highly dangerous
occupation; the deeper the mine, higher the
risk. Roof collapse fatalities and accidents in
mining industry in India are often high and
preventing such accidents was never easy due
to non-availability of light weight, low cost
and reliable mobile roof supports. But now
with SAGES such hazards can be reduced to a
large extent as it provides active roof support
ensuring more safety to the miners.
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By embracing SAGES-enabled operations, the
Indian mining industry can improve its
productivity significantly by improving the %
extraction of locked pillars and reduce
ground failure fatalities and injuries in the
mines. This technology is economic, eco-
friendly and more safe, and therefore, it can
be game-changing for the Indian mining
industry, if deployed at scale. Experts of the
field believe that SAGES will definitely mark a
significant shift in the way mining works.


